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Overview

This document outlines how to build up a list of followers for your Facebook business 
page. The simple strategy can be broken down to the following :

• Create a Facebook business page
• Build out some initial base content on this page
• Run a like campaign through the Facebook business manager to build up an 

audience that you can engage with on your business page
• Test and tweak this campaign to optimize for results

Step 1 – Create a Facebook Page

Please refer to our document here on how to create a facebook business page

Step 2 – Build Out Some Base Content

If you are going to get people on Facebook to like your page you will want to have a good 
base of engaging content ( go for between 10 to 15 pieces of content over a period of a week or 
two) on the page before you start your ad campaign. Two good options for this are

• go to google news and look for popular news items in your market and add those 
links as separate posts to your business page 

• go to youtube videos and locate popular videos in your market and filter by view 
count to get the most popular ones and get the video link from the the share option 
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To get the link just click on the share icon below the video ( see image below ) and copy this
to your Facebook page.

Step 3 – Create a Like Ad Campaign

We will run through the process of setting up a Facebook ad campaign in this section. The 
idea here is to setup and test multiple adsets ( these are audience categories / interest groups 
within the Facebook platform ) to optimize the campaign and minimize costs.

You can create an ad campaign either through the Ad Manager link on your Facebook 
page or through their Buiness Manager tool here ( which they recommend and connect to 
your business page that you setup in step 1 above )  

a. Once in the Business Manager tool Click on the Create Campaign Button
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b. On the next screen you will be asked to choose your objective. Click on the Promote 
Your Page  and select your page from the drop down list on the right ( see screenshots 
below )

The campaign name defaults to your 'Page Name – Page likes' so then click on the 'Set 
Audience & Budget' button  

c. This takes you to the adset screen where you have a number of fields you can fill in. It 
should default to your country which is united states and you can choose a region within 
this if you want ( but please note your potential audience size for the like campaign will be much 
smaller if you do this )
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d. To run a “like campaign” effectively you should look at targeting multiple interest groups 
that are closely related to your product / service. We find these by browsing the interests 
field on the screen above.

In order to optimize the ad campaign it is best to create a new adset for each interests 
group you are looking to target. You may leave the age, gender and language as is 
unless your product / service is specific to a smaller demographic ( just remember again - 
the more specific you target, the smaller your potential audience for the like campaign ).

To find the interests type in your primary keyword phrase related to you market into the 
interests field and see what Facebook returns. If you are having trouble coming up with 
interest groups then think of items in your market relating to 

• brand names
• competitor names
• associations
• magazines
• communities

Another tool which can be helpful in relation to identifying interests is Facebook's own 
Audience Insights tool which can be located within the tools menu in the ad manager
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If you type in an interest into the interest field in the Audience Insight tool Facebook will 
pull back more comprehensive demographic data and even more data related to that 
interest in the 'page likes' section that you can use.

e. So back to continuing with the ad creation where you will need to enter the budget & 
schedule. We recommend setting up each adset with a max of $5 budget a day as 
remember we will be adding multiple adsets to split test with.

Decide on how long you want to run the like campaign for - this will probably be based on 
your overall budget or how much you are willing to spend to grow your audience - so for 
example if you wanted to say commit $40 to this campaign then that would be 1 adset 
running for 8 days or say 2 adsets running for 4 days etc...

Best to leave the other settings on the adset screen as outlined below
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Name the adset field the same as the interest group you used in the interest field ( this will 
make it easy to see on the report screen which interest group is working best for you ) and click 
on the 'Choose Ad Creative' button to move onto the next screen. 

f. Once on the ad screen you need to add some creatives. You can either choose from 
Facebook free stock images by clicking on the free stock image button or add your own 
from the add more images + button ( see screenshots below for Facebook recommended 
sizes ). 

You can have up to 6 images so take advantage of this by using all 6 as Facebook will 
quickly tell you which one is performing best 
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g. In the text headline field you tell people exactly what you want them to do – as in the 
whole purpose of this campaign - “Like Your Page” so we recommend using verbiage like 
the following below for this ( please note Facebook change their ad policies all the time so 
please be sure to check on this before submitting your ad )

In the example below if Golf was our market then this would be good to use

and this is how the ad would look in the newsfeed of somebody logged into Facebook

h. Next step is to review & place the order by clicking on those buttons.

Now if you recall earlier we did say to create multiple adsets to split test and optimize. How
many you create will depend on your budget and how long you wish to run the like 
campaign for.

So when you have that decided there is an simple way to create a new adset with all the 
same settings as the previous adset you just created and that is by clicking on the 'create 
similar ad' button that you will see after placing the order ( see screenshot on next page )
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Once you click this button a new ad is created so what you need to do then is to change 
the adset ( by clicking on the edit adset button – see image left below ) and name the new 
adset ( in the targeting screen - see image right below ) the same as the new interest group 
you are going to select from the interest field ( also in the targeting screen for this adset ).

You continue to do this until you have as many adsets / interest groups as you want to test 
with. Its hard to give a recommendation as to how many you should create as it all 
depends on your market but you should try to test with a minimum of 4 interest groups in 
order to optimize the campaign

Congratulations, if you followed the above steps you should now have a campaign in 
review by Facebook. Campaigns are usually reviewed within a matter of hours but they 
can take up to 48 / 72 hrs. to approve according to Facebook. 
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Step 4 – Testing a Campaign to Optimize Results

Once your campaign is approved Facebook will soon start sending you traffic so it is 
important to monitor this daily to see how things are going. Remember each adset 
contains an interest group from Facebook and up to 6 images that you have created for 
testing.

So what we want to check is
• which adsets are getting the most likes
• which images in each adset are performing best
• kill the non performing ones

It is best to wait until day 2 of the campaign before you start disabling adsets or ads within 
an adset. The reason for this is it will take Facebook this amount of time to start optimizing.
We have seen campaigns that would have started off costing $0.70 per like and within 2 to
3 days could be reduce by 30% to 50% just by Facebook's own optimization.

After day 3 what you will find is that some adsets perform better than others and some 
images within the adsets will perform better than others so the idea is to identify those and 
kill the ones that are not performing so as to bring down the cost per like for the campaign.

Stage 1
To do this we want to click into the ad campaign you created and you should have a list of 
adsets. If you take a look at the example below you will see that some adsets performed 
much better than others so the first step in optimizing this example would be to look at 
removing the adsets marked (x) below as they are the most expensive.
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Stage 2
To take things a step further take your best performing adsets and find out which images 
within those adsets are performing best. To do this simply click on the adset and you are 
taken to the ads screen ( see example below )

As you can see the costs of likes for image 1 are almost 50% less than image 2 and this 
was on one of the cheaper adsets on the previous page so hence the importance of 
creating multiple images for your ads 

Stage 3
If you apply the first two stages above you should be able to get a well optimized 
campaign and cheaper costs for your likes. 

If you want to take it to the next level you can actually split test things even further by 
breaking down the campaign by gender, by ad placement & device, by region etc.. to see 
which of these might be performing best.

For example you could find that the ads shown on mobile could be more expensive than 
on pc, that female likes are more expensive than males, that there is a big difference in the
costs between different ages groups etc.

You can get all this data via the breakdown button on the campaign screen ( see below )  
( you can also get this data directly on your facebook page via the insights link but you page needs
to have 100 likes before this option is available to you )
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Case Study Results
We ran a test case study in which we built over 1000 fans to a Facebook page in under 5 
days. This was in the photography niche in which we had no prior experience. We did this 
as a market test and to prove that the tactics outlined above works even for markets you 
may have no experience in. Here is a quick breakdown on results

• 1001 paid likes
• 61 free likes
• campaign costs $109.04
• adset start out cost - $0.37  ( this varied per adset )
• adset finish cost - $0.05 ( for the above adset )
• Avg CPL ( cost per like ) of $0.10 for campaign

There was other useful data too like

• 68% female
• 32% male
• 75% of likes came from newsfeed on mobile devices

Conclusion

The above information gives you a comprehensive overview of how to build out a like 
campaign for your Facebook business page. 

The idea of a like campaign is to build out an audience to your business page quickly 
within Facebook so that when you post content ( needs to be engaging ) it is published to 
the newsfeed of those that liked your page. 

The added advantage of this is if the content is engaging enough it may also be seen by 
friends of those that liked your business page so your audience size can grow organically 
too. 

The cost of these likes will vary depending on what market you are in but if you follow the 
above process you should be able to minimize the cost of your like campaign quickly.

Building out a Facebook business page can be a great way of building on your brand and 
engaging existing customers to keep your brand top of their mind.
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